Goodnight Midstream provides professional fluids management services to oil and gas producers. The
Company owns and operates an extensive network of water gathering pipelines and salt water disposal
wells focused on gathering and disposing of produced saltwater. Goodnight’s midstream approach
minimizes environmental impact and improves health and safety while lowering lease operating expense
and improving reliability for our customers.
Construction Manager
Job Summary:
The Construction Manager will be responsible for overseeing crews and/or contract staff in the normal
day-to-day operations and construction projects. This position will provide leadership and direction to
operations personnel and construction crews, rendering hands-on assistance and will be generally
accountable for all aspects of each assigned project.
Responsibilities
 Primarily a field-based position that manages and coordinates the activities of third party
inspectors, contractors, suppliers and field crews engaged on company construction projects.
 Monitors productivity, HSE compliance, scope control, construction progress, schedule and
manages project costs.
 Schedules and administers progress meetings with all project stakeholders; documents and
assigns responsibilities accordingly.
 Reports to Operations and Engineering management team on project status, identifies potential
project problems, e.g., delays, revised scheduling, cost overruns, and recommends solutions.
 Assists with the preparation of AFEs, and tracks and manages AFEs against actual costs.
 Ensures projects are scheduled and conducted in such a way to minimize delays, HSE issues,
technical issues and risks.
 Assists Operations personnel with facility commissioning, shutdowns, overhauls, and rebuilds.
 Assists with procurement of project material, and maintains related QA/QC records.
 Conducts business with the highest ethical standards.
 Adheres and promotes Company’s safety policies.
 Monitors compliance of construction activities to GNM policies and external regulatory
requirements.
 Responsible for assembling required project documents such as specifications, drawings,
payment schedules, and other business documents related to the work.
 Coordinates and perform tasks involved with pre-project planning such as required construction
documents, bills of material, material procurement, staging, and expediting.
 Communicates with construction contractors regarding issues including safety performance,
project scheduling, QA/QC, and costs.
 Other tasks and projects may be assigned, as needed.
Education and Experience:
High School Diploma or equivalent is required; College degree preferred; Must have a valid driver’s
license and a clean driving record. Minimum of 8-10 years of oil and gas/pipeline or facilities
construction management experience is needed for this role. Experience and skills in other facets of the
oil and gas industry, that in the Company’s assessment, directly compliment construction management,
may be considered. Salt water disposal experience preferred. Demonstrated knowledge of safe oil and
gas production operations, as well as computer literacy and exceptional project organization and
supervisory skills from project inception to completion, required. Must have the ability and willingness to
spend long hours in the field during critical activities.
Must be a highly organized and deadline focused individual to ensure projects remain on/ahead of
projected schedules. Strong written and verbal communication skills are needed; This individual needs to

display a high level of professionalism and ethical standards; must be able to function independently and
follow through on commitments.
Working Environment/Physical Requirements:
Must be able to regularly perform physical tasks such as entering a confined space, climbing stairs and
ladders, and walking long distances. Outdoor work in all weather conditions. Must be able to frequently
climb ladders, crawl, crouch and kneel occasionally. Frequent lifting required up to 25 lbs, with average
occasional lifting of up to 50 lbs. Walking/pushing/pulling are also frequently required. Operates a
vehicle at least 70% of the time. Must be willing to work outside of normal business hours and have a
flexible schedule. Candidate must possess valid driver's license and clean driving record. Work in
adverse driving and inclement weather conditions, and frequent work with and around high-pressure
water pipelines, possibly toxic chemicals and flammable products, moving and/or hot and cold
equipment, and high noise levels.

